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elocity-independent layer stripping of PP and PS reflection traveltimes
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ABSTRACT

Building accurate interval velocity models is critically im-
portant for seismic imaging and AVO �amplitude variation
with offset� analysis. Here, we adapt the PP + PS = SS meth-
od to develop an exact technique for constructing the interval
traveltime-offset function in a target zone beneath a horizon-
tally layered overburden. All layers in the model can be an-
isotropic, with an essential assumption that the overburden
has a horizontal symmetry plane �i.e., up-down symmetry�.

Our layer-stripping algorithm is entirely data-driven and,
in contrast to the generalized Dix equations, does not require
knowledge of the velocity field anywhere in the medium. Im-
portant advantages of our approach compared to the Dix-
style formalism also include the ability to handle mode-con-
verted waves, long-offset data, and laterally heterogeneous
target layers with multiple, curved reflectors. Numerical tests
confirm the high accuracy of the algorithm in computing the
interval traveltimes of both PP- and PS-waves in a dipping,
transversely isotropic layer with a tilted symmetry axis �TTI
medium� beneath an anisotropic overburden.

In combination with the inversion techniques developed
for homogeneous TTI models, the proposed layer stripping of
PP and PS data can be used to estimate the interval parame-
ters of TTI formations in such important exploration areas as
the Canadian Foothills. Potential applications of this method-
ology also include the dip-moveout inversion for the P-wave
time-processing parameter � and stable computation of the
interval long-spread �nonhyperbolic� moveout for purposes
of anisotropic velocity analysis.

INTRODUCTION

Reflection traveltimes are routinely used for reconstructing sub-
urface velocity fields and imaging target reflectors. However, re-
ection moveout in general and normal-moveout �NMO� velocity in
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articular represent effective quantities that are influenced by the
edium properties along the entire raypath of the reflected wave.
herefore, interval parameter estimation for purposes of prestack
nd poststack migration requires application of layer-stripping �e.g.,
ix, 1955; Liu, 1997; Grechka and Tsvankin, 2000; Sarkar and Ts-
ankin, 2004� or tomographic �e.g., Stork, 1991; Grechka et al.,
002a,b� methods. Layer parameters are also needed, for example,
n AVO analysis, seismic-fracture characterization, and lithology
iscrimination.

In horizontally layered, isotropic media, the NMO velocity of re-
ected waves is equal to the root-mean-square �RMS� of the interval
elocities �Dix, 1955�. This simple relationship helps to obtain the
nterval velocity using the NMO velocities for the reflections from
he top and bottom of the layer. A more general version of the Dix
quation for isotropic models with dipping interfaces was presented
y Shah �1973�.

If the medium is transversely isotropic with a vertical-symmetry
xis �VTI� and laterally homogeneous, NMO velocity is still equal to
he RMS of the interval NMO velocities �Hake et al., 1984�. Howev-
r, since the interval NMO velocity is distorted by anisotropy param-
ters, application of the Dix equation does not yield the true interval
ertical velocities, which causes mis-ties in time-to-depth conver-
ion �e.g., Tsvankin, 2005�. For wide-azimuth, pure-mode �noncon-
erted� data acquired above a stack of horizontal, arbitrarily aniso-
ropic layers, the exact NMO velocity can be obtained by Dix-type
veraging of the interval NMO ellipses �Grechka et al., 1999�. On
he whole, as long as the model is laterally homogeneous, the inter-
al NMO velocity or interval NMO ellipse can still be computed us-
ng just the conventional-spread moveout of reflection events from
he top and bottom of the layer of interest.

Dix-type averaging of the interval NMO velocities remains valid
ven for reflections from dipping interfaces in anisotropic media, if
he CMP �common-midpoint� line is confined to a vertical symmetry
lane and the overburden is laterally homogeneous �Alkhalifah and
svankin, 1995; Tsvankin, 2005; see Figure 1�. A 3D extension of

his result to the NMO ellipses of dipping events is given by Grechka
t al. �1999� and Grechka and Tsvankin �2002a�. The main differ-
nce between these generalized Dix equations and the conventional
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U60 Dewangan and Tsvankin
ix formula is in the nature of the interval NMO velocity or the inter-
al NMO ellipse. If the reflector is dipping, the NMO velocity in
ach layer no longer corresponds to any physical interface and must
e computed for a nonhorizontal �imaginary� reflector orthogonal to
he slowness vector of the zero-offset ray in this layer �Figure 1�.

Although this requirement does not pose problems in forward
odeling, it causes serious difficulties in interval parameter estima-

ion, because recorded reflections from the overburden yield only
he NMO velocities for horizontal interfaces. Therefore, velocity-
nalysis algorithms based on the generalized Dix equations involve
nterval parameter estimation for the whole overburden. When the

edium is anisotropic, the Dix-type layer stripping of NMO veloci-
ies or ellipses usually requires reflections from both horizontal and
ipping events for each depth interval �Alkhalifah and Tsvankin,
995; Grechka and Tsvankin, 2000�.

The more general tomographic algorithms for anisotropic media
Le Stunff and Jeannot, 1998; Williamson et al., 1999� do not em-
loy layer stripping explicitly, but they also rely on the velocity mod-
l of the overburden in reconstructing the deeper part of the section.
herefore, tomographic velocity estimates are sensitive to errors in

he overburden parameters, and tomographic models suffer from er-
or accumulation with depth. Redatuming techniques based on the
ommon-focus-point technology do not require accurate velocities
n the overburden, but they use complicated updating procedures in
he migrated domain and are implemented only for P-waves in iso-
ropic media �Kelamis et al., 2002�.

Another principal limitation of the generalized Dix equations and
ther algorithms operating with NMO velocity is the assumption of
ymmetric reflection moveout �i.e., the traveltime stays the same
hen the source and receiver are interchanged�. While this assump-

ion is always satisfied for pure �nonconverted� modes, the moveout
f PS- or SP-waves is symmetric only in laterally homogeneous me-
ia with a horizontal plane of symmetry. Dewangan and Tsvankin
2006a, b� showed that the asymmetric moveout of PS waves in TI
edia with a tilted symmetry axis �TTI� provides critically impor-

ant information for anisotropic parameter estimation. Their inver-
ion algorithm, however, is developed for a single horizontal or dip-

igure 1. 2D anisotropic model used by Alkhalifah and Tsvankin
1995� in the derivation of their generalized Dix equation. The dip-
ing reflector is overlaid by a laterally homogeneous medium, and
he acquisition line is confined to the reflector dip plane that coin-
ides with a symmetry plane in all layers. The NMO velocity at the
urface is equal to the RMS of the interval NMO velocities comput-
d for imaginary interfaces �dashed lines� orthogonal to the slowness
ector of the zero-offset ray �equation 1�.
ing TTI layer and cannot be applied to layered media using existing
ix-type formalism.
Finally, the generalized Dix equations for NMO velocities de-

cribe only conventional-spread moveout for the maximum offset-
o-depth ratio not much larger than unity. Similar averaging expres-
ions for long-offset data involve the quartic moveout coefficient
nd are limited to horizontally layered models �e.g., Tsvankin and
homsen, 1994; Alkhalifah, 1997; Al-Dajani and Tsvankin, 1998�.
Here, we present a technique for computing the exact interval

raveltimes and the corresponding offsets of pure-mode and convert-
d waves in a heterogeneous target zone overlaid by a laterally ho-
ogeneous overburden. Our approach is based on the PP + PS
SS method originally designed for generating pure-mode, SS re-

ection data from PP- and PS-waves �Grechka and Tsvankin, 2002b;
rechka and Dewangan, 2003�. Application of the PP + PS = SS
ethod makes it possible to perform layer stripping without knowl-

dge of the medium parameters in the overburden. We begin by in-
roducing the layer-stripping algorithm for pure modes and then gen-
ralize it for converted waves. The accuracy of the estimated interval
oveouts for both PP- and PS-waves is verified by numerical testing

n layered TI models with the depth-varying tilt of the symmetry
xis. Although the method is introduced in 2D, it can be extended to
D, wide-azimuth data.

LAYER STRIPPING FOR PURE
REFLECTION MODES

Let us consider pure �nonconverted� reflected waves in a possibly
nisotropic medium comprised of a laterally homogeneous overbur-
en above a heterogeneous target zone �Figure 2�. To make the prob-
em 2D, the acquisition line is assumed to coincide with a vertical
ymmetry plane in all layers. Therefore, the incidence plane repre-
ents a symmetry plane for the model as a whole.

The target zone �i.e., the layer between the reflector and the bot-
om of the overburden� can be arbitrarily heterogeneous in the inci-
ence plane. In particular, the target zone can include multiple,
urved interfaces above the reflector. The only restriction on the type
f anisotropy in the target zone is that the incidence plane must be a
lane of symmetry. Note that this restriction, which is needed to

igure 2. 2D ray diagram of the layer-stripping algorithm for pure-
ave reflection modes. Points T and R are located at the bottom of

he laterally homogeneous overburden; each layer in the overburden
s also assumed to have a horizontal symmetry plane. The target re-
ection �x�1�TQR x�2�� and the reflection from the bottom of the over-
urden �x�1�Tx�3�� share the same downgoing leg �x�1�T�. The upgo-
ng leg of the target event �Rx�2�� coincides with a leg of another
verburden reflection, x�2�Rx�4�. The layer-stripping algorithm can be
pplied in the same way to any other reflector in the target zone.
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Layer stripping of PP and PS data U61
ake wave propagation 2D, can be lifted in the 3D version of our
ethod operating with wide-azimuth data. Although such an exten-

ion is not discussed here, it can be based on the 3D implementation
f the PP + PS = SS method �Grechka and Tsvankin, 2002b�.

Each layer in the overburden, however, is assumed to be laterally
omogeneous with a horizontal symmetry plane. Under these as-
umptions, any reflection point at the bottom of the overburden �e.g.,
oints T and R in Figure 2� coincides with the CMP for the corre-
ponding source-receiver pair, and the traveltimes along the upgoing
nd downgoing segments of the reflected ray are equal to each other.

For the special case of a laterally homogeneous target zone, the
MO velocity in our model can be found from the following
D, Dix-type equation �Alkhalifah and Tsvankin, 1995; Tsvankin,
005�:

Vnmo
2 �N� =

1

t0
�
i=1

N

�V nmo
�i� �p��2t0

�i��p� , �1�

here N is the number of layers above the reflector, t0 is the zero-off-
et traveltime, t0

�i� is the interval traveltime along the zero-offset ray
n layer i, Vnmo

�i� is the interval NMO velocity, and p is the ray parame-
er �horizontal slowness� of the zero-offset ray. Note that the reflec-
or curvature has no influence on Vnmo�N�, because NMO velocity is
ndependent of reflection-point dispersal �Hubral and Krey, 1980�.

As discussed above, the interval NMO velocity in equation 1 must
e computed for an imaginary reflector orthogonal to the slowness
ector of the zero-offset ray in each layer �Figure 1�. Therefore, esti-
ation of the NMO velocity in layer N from equation 1 generally in-

olves inversion for the relevant medium parameters in the whole
verburden �Alkhalifah and Tsvankin, 1995�. The layer-stripping
ethodology described below makes this requirement unnecessary.

ayer-stripping algorithm
Here, we demonstrate that a variation of the PP + PS = SS meth-

d �Grechka and Tsvankin, 2002b; Grechka and Dewangan, 2003�
an be used to obtain the exact interval traveltime-offset function in
he target layer. This can be accomplished by combining the target
eflection with the ones from the bottom of the overburden in such a
ay that they share the same ray segments in the whole overburden

Figure 2�.
Suppose the event of interest was excited at location x�1� and re-

orded at location x�2� �or vice versa�, and the reflection from the bot-
om of the overburden was acquired for a sufficiently wide range of
ource-receiver offsets. Following the methodology of Grechka and
svankin �2002b�, we can form a common-receiver gather of the tar-
et event x�1�TQR x�2� at point x�2� and determine the time slope on
his gather at point x�1�. Since the slowness vector is equal to the gra-
ient of the traveltime surface, the estimated time slope coincides
ith the ray parameter �horizontal slowness� of the reflection

�1�TQR x�2� at the source location x�1�. We then use the same algo-
ithm to evaluate the time slopes of the overburden reflections excit-
d at x�1� and recorded at different locations along the line. For a cer-
ain receiver location x�3�, the time slope �ray parameter� of the over-
urden reflection from x�1� to x�3� coincides with that of the target
vent,

�teff�x�1�,x�2��
�x�1� =

�tovr�x�1�,x�3��
�x�1� , �2�

here the superscripts ef f and ovr refer, respectively, to the reflec-
ion traveltimes from the target �i.e., the effective traveltime� and
rom the bottom of the overburden. The identical ray parameters
ean that the reflections x�1�TQR x�2� and x�1�Tx�3� share the same

owngoing leg x�1�T in the overburden �Figure 2�.
Repeating this procedure at point x�2� and matching the time

lopes,

�teff�x�2�,x�1��
�x�2� =

�tovr�x�2�,x�4��
�x�2� , �3�

e find the overburden reflection x�2�Rx�4� that has the same upgoing
eg Rx�2� as the target event x�1�TQR x�2�.

Since the overburden is laterally homogeneous and has a horizon-
al symmetry plane, the raypath of any pure mode reflected from the
ottom of the overburden is symmetric with respect to the reflection
oint. Therefore, the interval traveltime in the target layer can be ex-
ressed as

tint�T,R� = teff�x�1�,x�2�� −
1

2
�tovr�x�1�,x�3�� + tovr�x�2�,x�4��� .

�4�

he symmetry of the reflection raypath in the overburden also im-
lies that the interval traveltime is obtained for the source-receiver
air �T, R� with the horizontal coordinates

xT =
x�1� + x�3�

2
, xR =

x�2� + x�4�

2
. �5�

he depth of the bottom of the overburden �i.e., of points T and R�
annot be found prior to parameter estimation. Velocity analysis in
he target layer, however, does not require the actual depth position-
ng of the sources and receivers after the layer stripping.

Note that the algorithm outlined above can be applied indepen-
ently to any reflector in the target zone, essentially performing ki-
ematic downward continuation of the wavefield through a laterally
omogeneous overburden. As in the PP + PS = SS method, this
ontinuation procedure does not require knowledge of the velocity
odel and is not restricted to isotropic media. In contrast to the Dix-

ype equation 1, our method can be applied to long-offset data and
an handle a laterally heterogeneous target layer.

umerical example

The layer-stripping algorithm was tested on PP reflection data
enerated for the layered TI model in Figure 3, where the target zone
s represented by the dipping TTI layer. The traveltimes from the
lane dipping reflector and the bottom of the overburden �i.e., the
ottom of the second VTI layer� were computed by anisotropic ray
racing with a shot spacing of 25 m and a receiver spacing of 50 m
Figure 4�. To satisfy the 2D assumption of the algorithm, the inci-
ence plane coincides with the dip plane of the reflector and contains
he symmetry axis of the TTI layer.

In our implementation of the layer stripping, we follow the origi-
al version of the PP + PS = SS method by Grechka and Tsvankin
2002b� based on equalizing reflection slopes �see above�. For given
ource and receiver locations x�1� and x�2�, substitution of the estimat-
d coordinates x�3� and x�4� into equation 4 yields the interval travel-
ime in the target layer for the source and receiver located at points T
nd R �Figure 2�. Although the depth of the top of the target layer re-
ains unknown, the goal of the layer stripping is achieved by obtain-
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U62 Dewangan and Tsvankin
ng the horizontal source/receiver coordinates �equation 5� needed
o construct the interval traveltime function.

By repeating the above procedure to cover the whole recorded
ange of the source-receiver offsets for the dipping event, we com-
ute the interval PP-wave traveltime for a number of the correspond-
ng source/receiver pairs. These pairs do not necessarily form a
MP, common-shot, or common-receiver gather, and need to be

orted to analyze the interval traveltime in any desired configuration.
his represents a minor complication compared with the original
P + PS = SS method, in which the type of the output gather can be
pecified in advance.

To verify the accuracy of the layer stripping, we computed the in-
erval PP-wave traveltime in the dipping layer and the correspond-
ng source/receiver coordinates directly, using ray tracing. The
greement between our method and the ray-tracing results is excel-
ent �Figures 5 and 6�. This and other synthetic tests we performed
or a representative set of layered TI models confirm that the layer-
tripping algorithm is exact and can be applied for large source-re-
eiver offsets.

LAYER STRIPPING FOR
MODE-CONVERTED WAVES

In contrast to the generalized Dix equations, our layer-stripping
lgorithm can be easily adapted for mode-converted �PS or SP�

igure 3. Transversely isotropic model used to test the layer-strip-
ing algorithm. The first layer has a vertical symmetry axis �VTI me-
ium� and the following parameters: the symmetry-direction
-wave velocity VP0 = 2 km/s; the symmetry-direction S-wave ve-

ocity VS0 = 1 km/s; the thickness h = 0.25 km; and Thomsen’s an-
sotropy parameters � = 0.2 and � = 0.1. The second layer is also
TI with VP0 = 4 km/s, VS0 = 2 km/s, h = 0.25 km, � = 0.15, and
= 0.05. The third �target� layer is dipping TTI with the symmetry

xis tilted at � = 35°, the dip of the bottom � = 20°, VP0 = 4 km/s,
S0 = 2 km/s, h = 0.5 km, � = 0.25, and � = −0.05. Thomsen’s pa-

ameters in the TTI layer are defined with respect to the symmetry
xis �Dewangan and Tsvankin, 2006a,b�.

igure 4. CMPgathers of the PP-wave reflections from the bottom of
he second layer �marked as overburden� and from the dipping re-
ector �marked as effective� for the model in Figure 3. The travel-

imes were generated by an anisotropic ray-tracing code.
aves. With the same model assumptions as those used above for
ure modes, we consider a PS-wave converted at the target reflector
Figure 7�. Since the upgoing leg of the PS mode represents a shear
ave, the algorithm must operate with both PP- and SS-waves re-
ected from the bottom of the overburden. In the absence of shear-
ave excitation, the needed reflection moveout of SS-waves can be
btained by applying the PP + PS = SS method to the PP and PS re-
ections from the bottom of the overburden.

ayer-stripping algorithm
As in the previous section, the target reflection event has the ray-

ath x�1�TQR x�2�, but now the downgoing leg represents a P-wave,
hile the upgoing leg is an S-wave �Figure 7�. By matching the time

lopes at point x�1�, we identify the overburden PP-wave reflection
�1�Tx�3� that shares the segment x�1�T with the target PS event. The
ame procedure at point x�2� yields the reflected SS-wave x�4�Rx�2�

hat has the same shear-wave segment R x�2� as the PS wave. Both
vents �PP and SS� from the bottom of the overburden have symmet-
ic raypaths with respect to their reflection points. Thus, the source/
eceiver coordinates �i.e., the horizontal coordinates of points T and
� for the PS wave propagating in the target layer can be found from
quation 5, while the interval PS-wave traveltime is expressed as

tPS
int�T,R� = tPS

eff�x�1�,x�2�� −
1

2
�tPP

ovr�x�1�,x�3�� + tSS
ovr�x�2�,x�4��� .

�6�

ur implementation of this layer-stripping algorithm for PS-waves
s similar to that described above for PP-waves.

igure 5. Source and receiver coordinates at the top of the target TTI
ayer obtained from the ray-traced data for the model in Figure 3.
ere and in Figure 6, the triangles mark the output of the layer-strip-
ing algorithm; the solid line is the result of ray tracing.

igure 6. Interval PP-wave traveltime in the target layer as a function
f offset for the source/receiver pairs from Figure 5.
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Layer stripping of PP and PS data U63
umerical examples

oise-free test

Figure 8 shows ray-traced CMP gathers of the target PS event and
he pure-mode reflections from the bottom of the overburden for the

odel in Figure 3. Note that the PS-wave moveout is asymmetric
i.e., the traveltime is different for positive and negative offsets�, be-
ause of the combined influence of reflector dip �� = 20°� and the
ilt of the symmetry axis �� = 35°� in the target TTI layer. This mo-
eout asymmetry, however, does not pose a problem for our layer-
tripping method, which relies only on the symmetry of reflection
aypaths in the overburden.

The layer-stripped, interval PS-wave traveltimes and the corre-
ponding source/receiver coordinates are close to the exact values
omputed by ray tracing �Figures 9 and 10�. The minor deviations
rom the ray-tracing results are caused by interpolation errors related
o the finite source and receiver sampling. Since the TTI layer is the
nly source of moveout asymmetry in the model, the interval travel-
imes in Figure 10 exhibit a more significant asymmetry than do the
ffective traveltimes in Figure 8. The PS-wave moveout function for
he target layer, supplemented by the interval PP-wave moveout, can
erve as the input to the inversion algorithm of Dewangan and Ts-
ankin �2006b�, which is designed to estimate the parameters of dip-
ing TTI layers.

est on noise-contaminated data

The PP + PS = SS method has been successfully applied to syn-
hetic data contaminated by noise �Grechka and Tsvankin, 2002b�,
s well as to field data �e.g., Grechka and Dewangan, 2003�. Still, it is
ssential to verify the stability of the proposed layer-stripping algo-
ithm in the presence of noise.

To simulate time-picking errors, we added Gaussian noise with a
tandard deviation of 10 ms to the input traveltimes used in the
bove test for PS-waves �Figures 8–10�. As discussed by Grechka
nd Tsvankin �2002b�, random picking errors may cause substantial
istortions in the estimated time slopes. To reduce this instability, we
tted a polynomial function to the noise-contaminated traveltimes.
he layer-stripping algorithm was applied for multiple realizations
f the noise to calculate the mean values and standard deviations of

igure 7. 2D ray diagram of the layer-stripping algorithm for PS-
aves. The model is the same as that in Figure 2, with the overbur-
en composed of laterally homogeneous layers with a horizontal
ymmetry plane. The target PS reflection �x�1�TQRx�2�� and the PPre-
ection from the bottom of the overburden �x�1�Tx�3�� share the same
owngoing leg �x�1�T�. The upgoing leg of the target PS event �Rx�2��
oincides with a leg of the overburden SS reflection x�2�Rx�4�.
he output parameters �Figures 11 and 12�. Evidently, despite the rel-
tively high level of noise, our algorithm produces unbiased results,
nd time errors are not amplified by the layer-stripping procedure.
uch error amplification, however, cannot be avoided if the target
orizon has a much smaller thickness than the overburden.

igure 8. CMP gathers of reflected waves for the model in Figure 3
omputed by anisotropic ray tracing. The PS-wave is converted at
he dipping interface, while the PP- and SS-waves are reflected from
he bottom of the overburden. The offset is positive when the source-
o-receiver vector points downdip.

igure 9. Source and receiver coordinates of the PS-wave at the top
f the target TTI layer obtained from ray-traced data �PP-, PS-, and
S-waves� for the model in Figure 3. Here and in Figure 10, the trian-
les mark the output of the layer-stripping algorithm; the solid line is
he result of ray tracing.

igure 10. Interval PS-wave traveltime in the target layer as a func-
ion of offset for the source/receiver pairs from Figure 9.
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U64 Dewangan and Tsvankin
CONCLUSIONS

The principle of the PP + PS = SS method can be used to carry
ut exact layer stripping for both pure and mode-converted waves in
nisotropic media. The main assumptions of the algorithm intro-
uced here are that the overburden is laterally homogeneous and has
horizontal symmetry plane �i.e., up-down symmetry� in each layer.
he target layer, however, can be laterally heterogeneous without
p-down symmetry, although in the 2D version of the method, the
ncidence plane must coincide with a symmetry plane for the whole

odel.
Under these assumptions, simple operations with reflection trav-

ltimes originally employed in the PP + PS = SS method help to
dentify the overburden events that share the downgoing and upgo-
ng legs with the target reflection. This allows us to perform kinemat-
c downward continuation of the wavefield and build the interval
raveltime-offset function without knowledge of the medium param-
ters. Numerical examples for layered TI media above a dipping re-
ector confirm that the algorithm gives exact results for both pure
nd converted modes. Although the testing was limited to PP and PS

1The Dix equations, however, do not require up-down symmetry in the ove

igure 11. Source and receiver coordinates of the PS-wave at the top
f the target TTI layer �see Figure 9� for noise-contaminated input
ata. Here and in Figure 12, the triangles mark the mean values of the
uantities computed by the layer-stripping algorithm; the solid line
s the result of ray tracing. The error bars correspond to the standard
eviation in each quantity; the standard deviation of the Gaussian
oise added to the input traveltimes is 10 ms.

igure 12. Interval PS-wave traveltime in the target layer as a func-
ion of offset for the source/receiver pairs from Figure 11. The input
ata were contaminated with Gaussian noise; the results of the noise-
ree test are shown in Figure 10.
aves, the methodology can be also applied to SS and SP reflections
xcited by shear sources.

Allowance for lateral heterogeneity in the target zone, for mode
onversions along the raypath, and for nonhyperbolic moveout
akes our algorithm much more general than the Dix-type equa-

ions for NMO velocity.1 It should be emphasized that our method
an yield exact long-offset interval traveltimes of reflections from
ipping and curved interfaces. Note that existing layer-stripping
echniques for long-offset data are derived for the quartic moveout
oefficient in layer-cake models and cannot account for reflector dip.
lthough tomographic methods can also handle long-spread data

rom heterogeneous media, our layer stripping is velocity-indepen-
ent, and the computed interval moveouts are not influenced by er-
ors in the overburden parameters.

Since our algorithm operates with individual traveltimes, it is
ore complicated and computer-intensive than layer stripping of
MO velocities. Hence, if the velocity model of the overburden is
nown and only conventional-spread, P-wave data are available, it is
ore efficient to apply Dix-type techniques.

EXTENSIONS AND APPLICATIONS

The 2D algorithm discussed here can be extended to wide-azi-
uth surveys using the 3D version of the PP + PS = SS method de-

cribed by Grechka and Tsvankin �2002b� and Grechka and Dewan-
an �2003�. For multiazimuth data, identifying the target and over-
urden reflections with the same ray segments requires estimating
he two horizontal slowness components �time slopes�. The 3D ver-
ion of our method removes all restrictions on the anisotropy and
eterogeneity of the target layer, and the overburden no longer needs
o have a vertical symmetry plane.

An important application of our results is in velocity analysis for
TI layers using multicomponent �PP and PS� data. As shown by
ewangan and Tsvankin �2006a, b�, the combination of the asym-
etry attributes of PS-waves with pure-mode moveout signatures

an provide sufficient information for parameter estimation in a ho-
ogeneous TTI medium. The layer-stripping algorithm introduced

ere makes it possible to implement this inversion technique for re-
listic models with a stratified overburden above the target TTI zone.

Our method also overcomes the limitations of the generalized Dix
quations in the dip-moveout inversion for the P-wave time-pro-
essing parameter � in VTI media. Because of the need to compute
he interval NMO velocities in the overburden for nonexistent re-
ectors, Dix-type algorithms designed to estimate � using dipping
vents rely on the presence of both horizontal and dipping interfaces
n each layer �Alkhalifah and Tsvankin, 1995; Tsvankin, 2005�. This
equirement, which is often difficult to satisfy in practice, is no long-
r needed if the interval moveout is computed by the velocity-inde-
endent, layer-stripping technique.

It can also be highly beneficial to apply our algorithm in the inver-
ion of nonhyperbolic moveout for anisotropic media. In principle,
he interval quartic-moveout coefficient A4 �and, for P-waves, the in-
erval parameter �� in layer-cake VTI media can be estimated from
he effective values of A4 for the top and bottom of the layer �Ts-
ankin and Thomsen, 1994; Alkhalifah, 1997�. This operation, how-
ver, suffers from instability caused by the tradeoff between the ef-
ective A4 and NMO velocity and by the subsequent error amplifica-
ion in the computation of the interval � values �Tsvankin, 2005�.

.
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Layer stripping of PP and PS data U65
he layer-stripping technique presented here, which is not influ-
nced by errors in the moveout coefficients, can produce accurate in-
erval long-spread traveltimes, which can then be inverted for the pa-
ameter �. Moreover, the 3D version of our method can increase the
ccuracy of interval parameter estimation based on nonhyperbolic
oveout for more complicated, azimuthally anisotropic models.
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